Five times the ocean helped us learn about the human body

For people studying how the human body works, big ideas can sometimes come in small, briny packages.

**Waking up with Alvin**
Submersible operators test HOV Alvin’s mechanics with an early morning “arm dance party.”

**Environmental DNA helps track twilight zone creatures**
The genetic material shed by marine life is helping scientists figure out who’s migrating to surface waters.

**Resilient Woods Hole Symposium Event**
Join us for our series of pro-active climate resilience planning in Woods Hole, Nov. 18, 6:30-8:30 p.m. EDT.

**Dive in and give the gift of the ocean**
By gifting a WHOI membership, you share a year of exploration, discovery, and innovation with your loved ones.
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**WHOI in the News**

**VOX**
The curious case of the ancient whale bones

**SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE**
Satellite images show kelp forest has doubled in size on California’s North Coast, after a dramatic collapse

**NPR**
Mysterious rubber bales found along the Texas coast could be from WWII

**HAKAI MAGAZINE**
What Whale Barnacles Know

**CAPE COD TIMES**
WHOI scientists investigate climate change link to red tide expansion into Arctic
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**Where are WHOI Ships Now?**

**START TRACKING →**
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Follow us #WHOI